[1] This study investigates the correlations between SOHO/Solar EUV Monitor 26-34 nm EUV and the F 10.7 and Mg II proxies on solar cycle (long-term) and solar rotation (short-term) timescales. The long-term components of EUV and proxies are well correlated, and the general relation between them can be captured by the 81 day averaged EUV and proxies. Short-term EUV-proxy correlation is poorer and variable during the solar cycle. The slopes of short-term EUV against proxies vary from solar rotation to solar rotation, and they are generally lower than those of long-term EUV against proxies. EUV and proxies show discrepant evolutions during the episode of major active regions, which should be a primary reason for the poorer short-term EUV-proxy correlation and the variable short-term EUV-proxy slope. Mg II is a better proxy than F 10.7 for 26-34 nm EUV. Its superiority mainly comes from better indications for short-term EUV. Global electron content (GEC) significantly responds to the long-term and short-term variations of EUV. Accordingly, the correlations between short-term GEC and proxies are poorer, and they are obviously lower than those between short-term EUV and proxies owing to ionospheric day-to-day variability. Short-term GEC-proxy slopes are also lower than the long-term slopes. F 10.7 and Mg II are improved by combining the daily and 81 day averaged components of them with weighted factors that are designed to decrease the difference between long-term and short-term EUV-proxy slopes. The improved proxies can effectively upgrade the indications of proxies for EUV though they cannot solve the variability of short-term EUV-proxy slope. This method is also used to improve proxies for better indicating GEC, but the improved proxies for GEC differ from those for 26-34 nm EUV.
Introduction
[2] Solar EUV irradiance is the primary energy source of the Earth's ionosphere and thermosphere [Tobiska, 1996] ; it ionizes and heats neutral particles in the thermosphere. The knowledge on solar EUV variability is essential for understanding and forecasting the variability of the ionosphere and thermosphere. Solar EUV shows variations on various timescales [e.g., Bouwer, 1992; Kane et al., 1995; Lean et al., 2001 Lean et al., , 2011 Lilensten and Kretzschmar, 2006; Pap et al., 1990; Tobiska and Bouwer, 1989] , among which the most prominent ones are the $11 year solar cycle modulation and the $27 day solar rotation modulation. The former is induced by the reversion of solar magnetism polarity in successive 11 year cycles [Lean, 1997] , while the latter is caused by the combination of solar rotation and active region evolution [Bouwer, 1992] . The solar cycle modulation of EUV is generally larger than the solar rotation modulation; for example, the strong He II line at 30.4 nm can change by more than 200% over solar cycles, while 50% over solar rotations . Moreover, the variation amplitude of EUV depends on wavelengths. In general, it has an increasing trend toward shorter wavelengths [Lean, 1987; Schmidtke, 1981; Warren et al., 2001] . Both the solar cycle and solar rotation modulations of EUV induce significant variations in the ionosphere and thermosphere [e.g., Bilitza, 2000; Chen and Liu, 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Eastes et al., 2004; Forbes et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2007; Hocke, 2008; Liu and Chen, 2009; Liu et al., 2011; Min et al., 2009; Oinats et al., 2008; Rich et al., 2003; Richards, 2001; Solomon et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2006] .
[3] Solar EUV cannot arrive at the surface of the Earth owing to the absorption in the Earth's upper atmosphere [Floyd et al., 2005; Lean, 1987; Rottman, 1999] ; therefore, EUV observation must rely on the monitors aboard satellites or rockets. Many satellite missions have observed solar EUV with different resolutions and at different wave bands [e.g., Bailey et al., 2000; Floyd et al., 2002; Judge et al., 1998; Solomon et al., 2001; Tobiska, 1993 Tobiska, , 1996 Woods et al., 1998 Woods et al., , 2005 . Even so, EUV observation is still not continuous. On the one hand, there are intervals between different EUV observations, for example, the "EUV hole" in the 1980s [Tobiska, 1996] ; on the other hand, different EUV observation missions often deal with different wave bands.
[4] Solar proxies have been introduced to indicate EUV's variations when direct observations are absent. The commonly used solar proxies include sunspot number (SSN), F 10.7 (10.7 cm solar radio flux), the Ca K index [Dudok de Wit et al., 2008] , Mg II core-to-wing ratio [Viereck et al., 2004] , He I 1083 nm equivalent width [Donnelly et al., 1985] , Lyman-a emission at 121.6 nm , and so on. These proxies are well correlated with EUV on solar cycle timescales, because both are mainly controlled by solar magnetic activity cycle. Whereas, the variations of solar proxies and EUV also differ more or less in detail (such as solar rotation timescales), as they may originate from different heights in the solar atmosphere or have different excitation mechanisms [Floyd et al., 2002; Lean, 1987; Lean et al., 2001; Woods et al., 2000] . By fitting solar EUV and proxies with appropriate functions, various EUV proxy models have been developed to provide EUV spectral irradiance for related studies and aeronomical calculations [e.g., Hinteregger et al., 1981; Lean et al., 2003 Lean et al., , 2011 Lilensten and Kretzschmar, 2006; Richards et al., 1994 Richards et al., , 2006 Simon and Tobiska, 1991; Tobiska, 1993 Tobiska, , 1996 Tobiska and Barth, 1990; Tobiska et al., 2000; Warren et al., 2001] . Solar proxies are also widely used for scaling solar forcing on the Earth's upper atmosphere in related studies.
[5] Many works indicated that some solar proxies, such as SSN and F 10.7 , can well describe solar cycle variations of EUV, but have poorer correlations with EUV over shortterm timescales [e.g., Floyd et al., 2005; Hedin, 1984; Wintoft, 2011] . The 81 day averages are usually used to indicate long-term variations of EUV and proxies, while the 81 day average residuals are used to indicate short-term variations. On the basis of this processing, Hedin [1984] found that the slopes of EUV against F 10.7 are different for the long-term and short-term variations. For improving the indications of solar proxies for EUV, some EUV proxy models synchronously fit EUV to the long-term and shortterm components of proxies with different coefficients [e.g., Floyd et al., 1997; Hinteregger, 1981; Tobiska et al., 2000; Woods et al., 2000] . This method can improve the model's accuracy to some extent. Some solar proxies were also improved by combining their long-term and short-term components with specified weighted factors. The improved proxies, such as the P index (P = 0.5F 10.7 + 0.5F 10.7A , F 10.7A is the 81 day average of daily F 10.7 ) [Richards et al., 1994] , can better capture the variations of daily EUV.
[6] The Solar EUV Monitor (SEM) aboard the SOHO satellite [Judge et al., 1998 ] has continuously monitored solar EUV fluxes at 24-36 nm and 0.1-50 nm wave bands since 1996. The SOHO/SEM provides an ideal data set for investigating solar EUV variability, including the long-term and short-term variations. The ground-based F 10.7 index has been routinely recorded since 1947. It has been widely used as an indicator of solar activity in solar irradiance and upper atmosphere studies. The Mg II core-to-wing ratio can well indicate chromospheric emissions, and it is thought to be a better proxy than F 10.7 for solar EUV [Floyd et al., 2005; Viereck et al., 2001] . The Mg II index was constructed by combining multiple satellite observations to measure chromospheric variability [Viereck et al., 2004] . This article investigates the correlations between SOHO/SEM 26-34 nm EUV and the F 10.7 and Mg II indices on solar cycle and solar rotation timescales, with emphases on the evolutions of the short-term correlations and the difference between the correlations over two timescales. On the basis of this difference, we will try to improve solar proxies for better describing solar EUV variability. In addition, the manifestation of this difference in the ionosphere will also be shown by analyzing the correlations between global electron content (GEC) and solar proxies. The result is referential for improving solar proxies in the EUV proxy model and in upper atmosphere applications.
Data Processing and Results
[7] We selected the SOHO/SEM EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II data during 1996-2007 (see Figure 1) for solar cycle 23. The data in 2008-2009 solar minimum were not used for two reasons: one is that the long-term relationship between EUV and F 10.7 is significantly discrepant in this and the last solar minimum ; the other is that solar activity is extremely quiet in this solar minimum, so the short-term variations of EUV and proxies are very small. Both the F 10.7 index and the Mg II index are continuous in 1996-2007, while there are 266 breakpoints in SOHO/SEM EUV during this period. The missing EUV was supplemented from the quadratic regression fit of EUV against Mg II. These supplemented EUV were not used in analyses except the fast Fourier transform (FFT) in which continuous data sets are required.
[8] Figure 1 shows that there are not only dominant solar cycle modulations in EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II, but also complex short-term variations. FFT is used to discern the shortterm periodicities in EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II. The power spectra of EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II are shown in Figure 2 . Three spectra present similar patterns on the whole, especially at long periodicities; however, they are also different in detail, for example, the $13.5 day component in Mg II. The dominant short-term variation is the $27 day component, that is, the solar rotation modulation, in all three spectra. The solar rotation modulation centers on the 27 day period and spreads out as it is quasiperiodic and nonsinusoidal owing to the evolutions and movements of solar active regions and the center-to-limb effects of different emissions [Bouwer, 1992; Donnelly and Puga, 1990; Donnelly et al., 1986; Kane, 2003; Werner et al., 2006] . There are also complex but insignificant short-term components in EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II. This article mainly concerns the short-term periodicities caused by the major active regions, so we filter off the periodicities less than 4 days to highlight the dominant solar rotation modulation. Figure 2 shows the residuals of EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II caused by the filtering. Only small and plus-minus equivalent magnitudes are removed from three data sets. Thus, the filtering does not obviously affect the dominant solar rotation modulation.
[9] It is difficult to fully separate the variations of EUV and proxies induced by active regions from the total as the solar rotation modulation is quasiperiodic. Over solar rotation timescales, the primary EUV minima (maxima) correspond to the cases where active region effect is least (largest). We determine the positions of the primary EUV minima and maxima one solar rotation by one solar rotation by running FFT filtering in 27 day bins (Figure 3, top) , and then the corresponding EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II at these positions are plotted in Figure 3 . Solar rotation minima show different EUV against F 10.7 variations from solar rotation maxima at lower solar activities. Solar rotation minimum EUV is generally at higher levels for the same F 10.7 , whereas solar rotation maximum EUV is more dispersive. This indicates that the effect of active regions on EUV versus F 10.7 is more variable than that of the background solar cycle modulation. The difference between solar rotation minima and maxima at higher solar activities is not as obvious as that at lower solar activities. The abovementioned feature in EUV versus F 10.7 is not prominent in EUV versus Mg II. Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients between EUV and the two proxies. For the whole solar cycle 23, solar rotation minimum EUV and F 10.7 are more highly correlated than solar rotation maximum and daily EUV and F 10.7 , while this correlation difference among three types of data is much smaller for EUV and Mg II. Moreover, EUV-Mg II correlation is higher than EUV-F 10.7 correlation, especially for the daily and solar rotation maximum data.
[10] The abovementioned results suggest that the effect of active regions on EUV versus F 10.7 is variable. As an example, the temporal series of EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II during an episode of a major active region in 2002 are plotted in Figure 4 to show how active region evolution affects the short-term variations of EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II. The F 10.7 index first increases more steeply and peaks earlier than EUV during the episode of this major active region, and then the solar rotation modulation of F 10.7 decays more quickly than that of EUV. Thus, the solar rotation modulation of F 10.7 is less stationary than that of EUV. This result is similar to that shown by Donnelly et al. [1985] that the evolutions of UV and F 10.7 during the episode of active regions are discrepant. Mg II is more similar to EUV as compared with F 10.7 , but their evolutions are still different in the first two solar rotations. EUV significantly peaks in the second solar rotation, while the amplitudes of Mg II in the first two solar rotations are equivalent. Therefore, there are discrepant responses of EUV and proxies to active regions, which should be an important factor that lowers the short-term correlations between EUV and proxies.
[11] The 81 day average is usually used to separate the longer-term and short-term variations of EUV and solar proxies. The longer-term variations include the solar cycle modulation and other intermediate-term variations [e.g., Bouwer, 1992; Pap et al., 1990; Tobiska and Bouwer, 1989] , which possibly relates to strong active regions and their surrounding active networks that can last several months or even longer. The perfect coverage of the SOHO/ SEM monitoring provides us an ideal data set to obtain the solar cycle modulation of EUV more accurately, which can [12] The variation of the FFT filtered EUV with F 10.7 (Mg II) is shown in the top (middle) plots of Figure 5 , along with the 81 day averaged EUV versus F 10.7 (Mg II). The FFT filtering and the 81 day average produce similar linear fits of EUV against proxies. Both the FFT filtered and 81 day averaged data are highly correlated, and the correlation coefficient of each case is higher than that of the unprocessed data shown in Table 1 . We also calculated the correlation coefficients between EUV and proxies that are averaged in other bins, such as 27 day, 54 day, 108 day, and 135 day bin. The correlation coefficient increases when the bin enlarges, but it just increases little when the bin is larger than 81 days. Therefore, the 81 day average can well capture the relationship between solar cycle-modulated EUV and F 10.7 (Mg II), and it is sufficient for effectively improving EUV-proxy correlation. The FFT filtering and the 81 day average are still different in detail more or less, especially for EUV against F 10.7 . The correlation of the FFT filtered data is slightly higher than that of the 81 day averaged data. In particular, there are some segments in the 81 day averaged EUV versus F 10.7 where the EUV-F 10.7 slopes are lower than the linear fit slope. These segments are possibly related to the intermediate-term variations of EUV and F 10.7 .
[13] There are also some other features that we should pay attention to. Solar cycle-modulated EUV versus F 10.7 (FFT DC in Figure 5 ) forms a "hysteresis" cycle during solar maximum 2000 that corresponds to the first solar maximum peak (see Figure 1 ), whereas this "hysteresis" cycle does not appear in EUV versus Mg II. As other works showed [Solomon et al., 2011; Wintoft, 2011] , solar cyclemodulated EUV versus Mg II shows a general "hysteresis" effect between the solar cycle-ascending and solar cycledescending phases. Maybe this "hysteresis" effect is physical, but it is also possibly caused by the drift of Mg II observation or other reasons. No matter which reason causes it, a proper revision for Mg II should improve its indication for EUV. In view of the EUV-Mg II "hysteresis" effect, we calculated the correlation coefficients in Table 1 again but for solar cycle-ascending and solar cycle-descending phases, respectively. On the whole, EUV-F 10.7 correlation coefficients change little, while all EUV-Mg II correlation coefficients for three types of data increase when solar cycle-ascending and solar cycle-descending data are separately used. This indicates that the "hysteresis" effect of EUV-Mg II degrades the correlation of long-term variations. It is notable that solar rotation maximum EUV-Mg II correlation is higher than solar rotation minimum and daily EUV-Mg II correlation when solar cycle-ascending and solar cycle-descending data are separately used, which indicates that Mg II is a better proxy than F 10.7 for indicating EUV amplitudes from active regions.
[14] We also use the 81 day average to separate the longerterm and short-term variations of EUV and proxies. On the basis of the 81 day average residual (extracted from original values by subtracting the 81 day average) EUV and proxies, we investigated the evolutions of short-term EUV-proxy correlation. Short-term EUV-F 10.7 and EUV-Mg II correlation coefficients are shown in Figure 5 (bottom). Each correlation coefficient is calculated running forward in 135 day bins (5 solar rotations) with a 9 day steplength in order to show its evolution in solar cycle 23. EUV-Mg II correlation coefficient is generally higher than EUV-F 10.7 correlation coefficient, and both show some intermediate-term (several solar rotations) variations, especially during the solar cycledescending phase when the 27 day solar rotation modulation is more pronounced [Kane, 2003; Pap et al., 1990] . In particular, the evolutions of EUV-F 10.7 and EUV-Mg II correlation coefficients are similar during the 2002-2004 descending phase, while they are discrepant in the 2000-2001 solar maximum and at low solar activity. Moreover, EUVMg II correlation is poorer at lower solar activities than in other periods.
[15] The slope of the 81 day average residual EUV against F 10.7 (Mg II) is estimated to compare with that of the 81 day averaged EUV against F 10.7 (Mg II). As shown in Figure 6 (top), the linear fit slope of the 81 day average residual EUV against F 10.7 is significantly lower than that of the 81 day average (see Figure 5) , which is consistent with Hedin [1984] . Not only EUV against F 10.7 , but also EUV against Mg II shows this feature. Therefore, the indication of F 10.7 or Mg II for solar EUV on solar rotation timescales is different from that on solar cycle timescales. The general correlation coefficient between the 81 day average residual EUV and F 10.7 (Mg II) is significantly lower than that between the 81 day averaged EUV and F 10.7 (Mg II), and unlike the 81 day average where EUV-F 10.7 and EUV-Mg II correlation coefficients are equivalent, EUV-Mg II correlation is obviously higher than EUV-F 10.7 correlation for the 81 day average residual. This together with that shown in Figure 5 (bottom) indicate that Mg II is a better solar proxy than F 10.7 for EUV short-term variations. Moreover, the intercept of EUV-F 10.7 (Mg II) linear fit is nearly zero for the 81 day average residual EUV and F 10.7 (Mg II), which indicates that the dominant short-term variations of EUV and proxies are basically synchronous.
[16] We have illustrated the general fit slopes of shortterm EUV against proxies for all data in 1996-2007. As shown in Figure 4 , the evolutions of EUV and proxies are different more or less during the periods of major active regions. This should affect short-term EUV-proxy relationship. We show this effect by investigating the EUV-proxy slope one solar rotation by one solar rotation. The middle (bottom) plot of Figure 6 shows the evolution of the linear fit slope of the 81 day average residual EUV against F 10.7 (Mg II). For each solar rotation, the linear fit slope is used only when a liner fit can better capture the variation of the 81 day average residual EUV with proxies. Both EUV-F 10.7 and EUV-Mg II slope show a significant variability from solar rotation to solar rotation. In other words, the relation between solar rotation-modulated EUV and proxies is variable. EUV-Mg II slope is steadier as compared with EUV-F 10.7 slope. It indicates again that Mg II is more competent than F 10.7 for describing EUV short-term variations. EUV-F 10.7 slope is larger at lower solar activities and lower at solar maximum, and sometimes it approaches or exceeds the linear fit slope of the 81 day averaged EUV against F 10.7 . In contrast, EUV-Mg II slope is slightly inclined to decrease at low solar activity, and it is significantly lower than the linear fit slope of the 81 day averaged EUV against Mg II except in few solar rotations.
[17] Solar EUV variability significantly modulates ionospheric electron density. GEC is suggested to be a good detector for solar EUV variability Astafyeva et al., 2008; Hocke, 2008; . GEC is superior to other ionospheric parameters for detecting short-term variations of solar EUV because it can suppress some local effects of the ionosphere that could introduce some short-term fluctuations of local electron density. In this article, GEC is used to present ionospheric responses to solar EUV variations on solar cycle and solar rotation timescales. Our purpose is to detect the manifestation of the discrepant EUV-proxy relations between solar cycle and solar rotation timescales in the ionosphere. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) total electron content (TEC) maps have been routinely produced from the measurements of global GPS receivers since late 1998 [Iijima et al., 1999; Mannucci et al., 1998 ]. Here GEC is derived from JPL TEC maps according to the study by Afraimovich et al. [2008] ; and then it is averaged within each UT day. Figure 7 (top) shows the temporal variations of daily mean GEC (in units of GECu, 1 GECu = 10 32 electrons) from late 1998 to 2007. GEC shows significant solar cycle and seasonal variations as well as complex short-term variations. Figure 7 (bottom) shows the power spectrum of GEC. Prominent seasonal components of GEC include annual and semiannual variations that do not appear in the EUV power spectrum (see Figure 2 ). Similar to the EUV and proxies, $27 day solar rotation modulation dominates GEC short-term variations.
[18] In order to highlight solar EUV forcing on the ionosphere, GEC seasonal variations should be removed as completely as possible. Likewise, the effect of stronger geomagnetic disturbance also should be excluded. GEC was discarded when daily Ap index in that UT day or in the UT day before that day was greater than 30. These discarded GEC were supplemented from cubic spline interpolation. The supplemented GEC was only used in the FFT filtering, while not used to analyze GEC-proxy correlation. The annual and semiannual variations of GEC were filtered off by running FFT filtering in 365 day bins and with a 1 day steplength. Moreover, like the processing for EUV and proxies, GEC FFT components whose periods are less than 4 days were also filtered off to depress ionospheric day-today variability. The filtered GEC is plotted in Figure 8 (top) , where the solar cycle modulation and short-term variations are prominent.
[19] The 81 day average is also used to separate the longerterm and short-term variations of GEC. The correlations of solar cycle-modulated and short-term GEC against two proxies are compared. Figure 8 (middle) shows the scatterplots of the 81 day averaged GEC against two proxies, and Figure 8 (bottom) shows the scatterplots of the 81 day average residual GEC against two proxies. Consistent with the EUV against F 10.7 (Mg II), the linear fit slope of the 81 day average residual GEC against F 10.7 (Mg II) is significantly lower than that of the 81 day averaged GEC against F 10.7 (Mg II), and also the intercept of GEC-F 10.7 (Mg II) linear fit is nearly zero for the 81 day average residual. The 81 day averaged GEC is well correlated with both the 81 day averaged F 10.7 and Mg II. Thus, both F 10.7 and Mg II are good proxies for detecting solar forcing on the ionosphere over solar cycle timescales. The correlation coefficient of the 81 day average residual GEC against F 10.7 (Mg II) significantly decreases as compared with that of the 81 day average; and it is obviously lower than that of the 81 day average residual EUV against F 10.7 (Mg II). Furthermore, short-term GEC-Mg II correlation is obviously higher than short-term GEC-F 10.7 correlation. It indicates that Mg II can better describe the forcing of EUV short-term variability on the ionosphere than F 10.7 .
Discussion
[20] Solar EUV below 120 nm is dominated by a series of emission lines and some weaker emission continua that are generated in the chromosphere, transition region, and corona [Schmidtke, 1981] . F 10.7 is thought to primarily originate from the transition region and lower corona via thermal bremstrahlung and gyrosynchronous emission [Tapping, 1987] . Its mechanism differs in detail from the mechanism of emission lines . Mg II core-to-wing ratio reflects the variation amplitude of the chromospheric UV emission at 280 nm [Viereck et al., 2004] . All the variations of EUV, F 10.7 , and Mg II are related to solar magnetic activities; thus, both F 10.7 and Mg II can be used to indicate EUV. As F 10.7 and Mg II originate from different regions in solar atmosphere, their indications for EUV have their own optimal wavelengths. In general, F 10.7 is better than Mg II for the coronal EUV, whereas Mg II is better than F 10.7 for the chromospheric EUV [Lean et al., 2011] . SOHO/SEM 26-34 nm EUV includes the bright chromospheric He II line at 30.4 nm and several important coronal lines, such as the Fe XV line at 28.4 nm. The bright chromospheric He II line is dominant for 26-34 nm EUV; therefore, Mg II can better indicate SOHO/SEM 26-34 nm EUV than F 10.7 . But the source regions of Mg II and the He II 30.4 nm line are still different; Mg II is from the lower chromosphere and the He II line is from the upper chromosphere and transition region, thus their variations are still more or less different.
[21] Short-term variations of EUV and proxies are dominated by the $27 day solar rotation modulation. The correlation between short-term EUV and proxies obviously decreases as compared with that between the 81 day averaged EUV and proxies. This should be the result of two primary reasons [Floyd et al., 2005] : the discrepant evolutions of EUV and proxies during the episodes of active regions and the discrepant center-to-limb effects of EUV and proxies. The former not only degrades short-term EUVproxy correlation but also induces short-term EUV-proxy slope to vary from solar rotation to solar rotation (see Figure 6 ). For example, F 10.7 peaks earlier and then decays more quickly than EUV during the episode of a major active region, thus EUV-F 10.7 slope should increase during the first several solar rotations of this active region period. Active regions are uneven structures on the solar disc. Their contributions to the irradiance toward the Earth depend on their longitudes relative to the Sun-Earth meridian (i.e., center-to-limb effect), and that dependency relates to emission wavelengths [Chamberlin et al., 2007; Donnelly et al., 1986] . This causes some difference in the short-term behaviors of EUV and proxies, so degrades short-term EUVproxy correlation. For example, Mg II has more significant center-to-limb darkening than EUV and F 10.7 , so as compared with EUV and F 10.7 , Mg II has more obvious $13 day FFT components (see Figure 2 ) that could relate to double individual active regions.
[22] Both F 10.7 and Mg II show discrepant relations to EUV on solar cycle and solar rotation timescales. This possibly relates to the difference in the mechanisms of the solar cycle and solar rotation modulations. The solar rotation modulation is controlled by the combination of solar rotation and the evolution of active regions on the solar disc; whereas the solar cycle modulation is related to not only the increment of strong local magnetic flux (i.e., active regions) with increasing solar activity but also to possibly the global changes of the Sun, such as the changes in solar temperature, radius, and composition, and the active network that continually and widely spreads around the active regions [Lean, 1987 and the references therein]. Donnelly et al. [1986] showed that the ratio of long-term variation to short-term variation is larger for UV and EUV than for F 10.7 . Our result that EUV-F 10.7 slope is larger for solar cycle variation than for short-term variation is essentially consistent with theirs. Moreover, their Figure 8 indicates that the ratio has a decrease trend with increasing wavelength. Correspondingly, this article shows that EUV-Mg II slope is also larger for solar cycle variation than for short-term variation. That indicates that the decrease trend of the ratio with increasing wavelength should be applicable for SOHO/SEM EUV and Mg II, further EUV-Mg II slope for short-term variation than for long-term variation should also appear at some other EUV wavelengths.
[23] Active regions are intermittent and weak at low solar activity. When an active region has decayed and meanwhile no new active regions arise, the solar rotation modulation of F 10.7 should decrease and become weak, while the solar rotation modulations of EUV and Mg II can persist longer. At moderate and high solar activities, frequently arisen active regions always maintain the solar rotation modulation of F 10.7 . Thus, the significantly decayed solar rotation modulation of F 10.7 causes the short-term EUV-F 10.7 slope to be larger at low solar activity (see Figure 6 ). Meanwhile, short-term EUV-Mg II slope shows a slightly decreasing trend at low solar activity. It possibly indicates that Mg II solar rotation modulation is slightly steadier than EUV solar rotation modulation during the episode of active regions. Furthermore, the variation of daily EUV with F 10.7 shows a nonlinear effect at high solar activity (see Figure 3) , while the nonlinear effect is not obvious in the 81 day averaged EUV versus F 10.7 . The nonlinear effect could be related to the lower short-term EUV-F 10.7 slope and the strong solar rotation modulation of F 10.7 at high solar activity. At solar maximum, strong and frequently arisen active regions result in short-term EUV-F 10.7 slope is uniformly low and the solar rotation modulation of F 10.7 is continuously strong. The low slope short-term EUV versus F 10.7 at solar maximum superimposes upon the linear long-term EUV versus F 10.7 , which should cause a nonlinear effect.
[24] The solar cycle modulation dominates EUV variations. It is principal for EUV modeling to estimate the EUV long-term variation as precisely as possible, secondary to improving the estimation for EUV short-term variation. Long-term variations of EUV and proxies are well correlated, so long-term EUV can be well described by long-term proxies. The correlation between short-term EUV and proxies is poorer and short-term EUV-proxy slope varies from solar rotation to solar rotation. It is difficult to precisely describe EUV short-term variations by proxies for discrepant short-term behaviors of EUV and these proxies. Some EUV proxy models use the two-component (long-term and short-term components) method that separately models the long-term and short-term variations of emission flux from multiple regression fits of the corresponding variations (long-term or short-term) of emission flux and proxies [e.g., Floyd et al., 1997; Hinteregger et al., 1981; Tobiska et al., 2000; Woods et al., 2000] ; others use combined proxies derived from the long-term and short-term components of proxies with specified weighted factors to calculate daily emission flux [e.g., Richards et al., 1994; Viereck et al., 2001] . Both can improve the precision of modeled EUV. In fact, these two ways are essentially equivalent to each other. We still use the 81 day average to separate the longterm and short-term variations of EUV (denoted by E) and proxies (denoted by p), and the long-term and short-term EUV components are separately derived from the long-term and short-term components of proxies by equations (1a) and (1b)
Here the subscript "A" denotes the 81 day running average. Then, daily EUV can be derived through equation (1a) plus equation (1b). The long-term variation is dominant and longterm EUV can be derived more exactly from proxies than short-term EUV; therefore, we may adjust the amplitude of short-term variations of proxies by a factor of d/b, so that short-term EUV-proxy slope approximately agrees with long-term EUV-proxy slope. In this way, we can introduce a combined proxy (see equation (2)) from p and p A with weighted factors d/b and (b-d)/b, respectively.
This combined proxy can improve the consistency between long-term and short-term EUV-proxy slopes, so can improve the correlation between daily EUV and proxy. Therefore, the two-component method is essentially equivalent to a combined proxy. However, the combined proxy is convenient for usage, especially for indicating solar EUV forcing on the ionosphere and thermosphere.
[25] Long-term and short-term EUV-proxy slopes are needed for constructing the combined proxy. The long-term slope can be obtained from a linear fit of the 81 day averaged EUV against proxy. The short-term slope is temporally variable, but the general fit shown in Figure 6 (top) should capture the average slope of those stronger short-term variations of EUV. We use the slopes of the 81 day average ( Figure 5 ) and the 81 day average residual (Figure 6 ) to construct the combined proxies for F 10.7 and Mg II. The weighted factors are $0.4 (0.41) for F 10.7 and $0.6 (0.58) for Mg II according to equation (2), so 0.6 for F 10.7A and 0.4 for Mg II A . We can estimate the efficiencies of the combined proxies by calculating the linear correlation coefficients for different weighted combinations. As shown in Table 2 , (0.4, 0.6) and (0.6, 0.4) are the best weighted combinations for (F 10.7 , F 10.7A ) and (Mg II, Mg II A ), respectively, when the weighted factor changes with a steplength of 0.1. This indicates that our method is effective for improving the correlations between EUV and proxies, and the general fit of the 81 day average residual is basically suitable for capturing the average slopes of short-term EUV against proxies.
[26] We may investigate the efficiencies of the improved proxies for modeling EUV. Quadratic fits are used to more accurately capture the variations of EUV with proxies in view of the nonlinear effect between EUV and F 10.7 at high solar activity. As there is a discrepancy in long-term EUV versus Mg II between solar cycle-ascending and solar cycle-descending phases, we model Figure 9 shows the relative difference of modeled EUV from observations. The difference significantly decreases when combined proxies are used (Figures 9b and 9d) . It indicates that the combined proxies are effective for improving the indications of solar proxies for EUV. The modeling mainly bases on the long-term variations of EUV and proxies. The combined proxies upgrade the consistency between short-term and long-term variations, thus they can more accurately model short-term EUV variations. The improvement is more significant for F 10.7 than for Mg II, which is caused by the larger discrepancy between long-term and short-term slopes in F 10.7 than in Mg II. The red lines in Figure 9 show some intermediateterm variations of the relative difference, in the original proxies (F 10.7 and Mg II) or in the improved proxies. There are some intermediate-term variations in EUV and proxies as a result of the major active regions [Donnelly et al., 1986] . These intermediate-term variations in Figure 9 are possibly related to the discrepant increasing and decaying evolutions of EUV and proxies during major active region periods. They cannot be effectively depressed by the combined proxies. How to improve the modeling for these intermediateterm variations of EUV by proxies is still a problem.
[27] We further try to improve solar proxies for better indicating GEC variations. Likewise the long and short-term GEC-proxy slopes (Figure 8 ) are used to construct the combined proxies. The weighted factors are $0.3 (0.31) for F 10.7 and $0.5 (0.49) for Mg II according to equation (2), so 0.7 for F 10.7A and 0.5 for Mg II A . Therefore, the corresponding combined proxies are (0.3F 10.7 + 0.7F 10.7A ) and (0.5Mg II + 0.5Mg II A ). We also calculated the correlation coefficients for different weighted combinations. Table 3 shows that the combined proxies also effectively improve the correlations between GEC and proxies. It is notable that the best proxies for GEC are different from those for EUV. All EUV below 120 nm produces ionization in the upper atmosphere, while the difference between longterm and short-term EUV-proxy slopes depends on EUV wavelengths [Hedin, 1984] , that is, the best weighted factor combination for F 10.7 (Mg II) and F 10.7A (Mg II A ) depends on wavelengths, which could induce the best proxies for GEC different from those for 26-34 nm EUV. The day-today variability of the ionosphere also affects short-term GEC-proxy slope, so could cause different best proxies for GEC and EUV. Moreover, ionospheric day-to-day variability should depress the short-term correlation between GEC and proxies. In addition, some works reported that there is a time delay in ionospheric and thermospheric responses to EUV short-term variations [e.g., Eastes et al., 2004; Min et al., 2009; Rich et al., 2003] , which also should decrease the short-term correlation between GEC and proxies. Thus, short-term correlation between GEC and proxies is significantly lower than that between EUV and proxies.
Summary
[28] This article investigated the variability of solar EUV and proxies during solar cycle 23 using SOHO/SEM 26-34 nm EUV, the F 10.7 index, and Mg II core-to-wing ratio. Both EUV and proxies show significant long-term (solar cycle modulation) and short-term (quasiperiodic solar rotation modulation) variations. The long-term EUV and proxies are well correlated though there are some "hysteresis" effects between different solar cycle phases. The 81 day averaged EUV and proxies can capture the general relationship between long-term EUV and proxies. Short-term EUV-proxy correlation is poorer than the long-term correlation, and it is variable during the solar cycle. Short-term EUV-proxy slope also varies from solar rotation to solar rotation, that is, short-term EUV-proxy relationship is unstable, and this is more prominent in F 10.7 . EUV and Figure 9 . The relative error of modeled EUV to observed EUV; d (in units of %) is the average of the relative error and s (also in units of %) is the standard deviation of the relative error. proxies show discrepant evolutions during the episode of major active regions, which should be a primary reason for the lower short-term EUV-proxy correlation and the variable short-term EUV-proxy slope. Mg II is superior to F 10.7 for 26-34 nm EUV; the superiority mainly comes from its better indications for short-term EUV. In general, short-term EUV-proxy slope is lower than long-term EUV-proxy slope, especially for solar maximum F 10.7 . Moreover, F 10.7 has strong solar rotation variations at solar maximum. These two factors should be responsible for the nonlinear effect between EUV and F 10.7 at high solar activity.
[29] GEC is used to investigate the response of the ionosphere to solar EUV variability. It also shows a significant solar cycle modulation and short-term variations dominated by the $27 day components. Accordingly, long-term GECproxy correlation is higher than the short-term correlation, and the latter is obviously lower than short-term EUV-proxy correlation, which is possibly because of the fact that ionospheric day-to-day variability caused by the factors other than solar EUV variability depresses short-term GEC-proxy correlation. Thus, more factors, such as geomagnetic activity, should be included to capture ionospheric variability. Short-term GEC-proxy slope is also lower than long-term GEC-proxy slope whether it is for F 10.7 or for Mg II. Moreover, Mg II can better scale the forcing of solar EUV variability on the ionosphere than F 10.7 .
[30] In view of the difference between long-term and short-term EUV-proxy slopes, we improved F 10.7 and Mg II by simultaneously including the daily proxy and its 81 day average with respective weighted factors that are designed to depress the difference between long-term and short-term slopes. The improved proxies are (0.4F 10.7 + 0.6F 10.7A ) and (0.6Mg II + 0.4Mg II A ) for 26-34 nm EUV. They can effectively improve the indications of proxies for EUV. This method can be used at other EUV wavelengths, but it cannot solve the variability of short-term EUV-proxy slope and effectively improve the modeling for intermediate-term variations of EUV by proxies. The method was used to improve proxies for GEC. The improved proxies for GEC are (0.3F 10.7 + 0.7F 10.7A ) and (0.5Mg II + 0.5Mg II A ), which are different from the improved proxies for 26-34 nm EUV. This difference possibly comes from two aspects: on the one hand, the difference between long-term and short-term EUV-proxy slopes depends on wavelengths; on the other hand, ionospheric day-to-day variability would affect shortterm GEC-proxy slope.
